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About This Game

Caught in the middle of a violent conflict on the fringe of the galaxy — your ability to survive will depend on your piloting
skills and combat savvy as a mercenary space fighter. But, as you explore the vastly detailed world of Tachyon: The Fringe, you

will often find that the most powerful weapon on your ship is in your head.
Features

Single Player Features — Decide where you want to go and what missions you will fly as you explore the vast and richly
inhabited universe.

Fight in furious space combat battles around the most massive ships and stations ever created in a space game.

Explore a multi-sided in-game story line and make crucial decisions that will change your future.

Featuring intense team tactics and BASE WARS. Talk to other star pilots and coordinate attacks with Voice-Over-Net.

CHOOSE SIDES — Battle across multiple sectors as you fight to destroy opponent's base.

Featuring Bruce Cambell as the voice of Jake Logan
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sometimes i ask my self why the ♥♥♥♥ do i own this and how did i manage to think it was worth it? It needs a thumbs up just
because its the first game that made me ask myself this many useless questions! So i give this game 10 orbits outta 10!. I bought
this game with a 90%-off coupon. And since this game claims to be a Hardcore Tower Defense or whatnot, and I was a tower
defense fan from years ago, I'm going to be frank with the review of this game. With the 90%-off coupon, I bought this game at
the cost equivalent to three pieces of candy (in our currency, that is). Honestly speaking, I rather have the candies. If, by chance,
I bought this without a coupon, that would be one meal.
As a previous TD fan, I believe this game is not good enough to be considered Hardcore, or some sort, as I think that there are a
lot of aspects or factors that are missing, or not observable.
Played this only a few minutes, but I can already feel the disinterest.
Sorry for being direct, but I believe this game is not worth it. Despite that, thank you for the card drops. They help well.

To the developer (or developers, as the game has one creator, with two testers. I dig information before I review), I believe you
can still do better than this.

To the other players, enjoy gaming!. This game.

HOLY GOD.
This game is INSANE. It has everything needed, humor, a catching story and great devs!
Want to live your childhood dream of deeling drugs on the down low with gats on deck? Well now you can!
This is a beutiful game and i honistly do not see why it is not a full 100% 10/10.. Rock game, like it. Tish is quintessential of
hardcore and cool story line about war!

Positive sides:
+HADCORE(!)
+Story line
+You'll pay for your EACH misstake on battleground(!)
+Nice graphics for TD
+Sound track(!)
+Good optimization for PC with weak hardware (!)
+Gameplay as classic td with abilites
+Insane game(!!!)

Negative sides:
-Some little bugs, but i hope devs will fix them.
-Probably u can find more negative sides, but i saw only few bugs.

Resume:
If you rly love TDs Games, buy this without hesitation and don't give a ♥♥♥♥, this is awesome game.

IMO:
The ♥♥♥♥ing best TD of year. Thx devs.. Sick Graphics

11/10 IGN. NiGHTs isn't the only assclown from the 90s.
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Cant play with Xbox 360 controller; calibration sticks shows off the box inputs. Unplayable.. Old-school style fun! Whenever
I'm at the local arcade I gravitate towards classic style games like this so this is a fun throw back for me in the form of a new
game - not to mention it's highly addictive.

It would be great if the option to re-configure the keyboard keys differently were provided in future updates but this is not a
complaint so much as a suggestion for the future. They are fine as is, personal preference just wishes I was using the directional
arrows instead of the alpha keys.

Looking forward to seeing future updates and\/or developments from these guys.. Good, but a tutorial would have been nice!.
Not a great fan of the music, but more importantly the physics seem off. A ball will roll down a slope apparently not picking up
any speed, and will quite often hit a wall and just stop instead of rebounding in any way. This can make it hard to play the ball
for the next shot, as its either obscured by the wall or you can't look down far enough to get your cursor on the ball.

I also found the controls jittery and there is no way that I could see to adjust mouse sensitivity or fine-tune graphics. I couldn't
really tell any difference in gra[hics playing on fastest or the highest setting - maybe if I did a side by side comparison it might
have been more obvious.

Also the way the trees and flowers shiver and vibrate is frankly disturbing.
. Cats and Boobies

11\/10. A fun, casual game with a great artistic style and wonderfully implemented features, such as jingling keys to alert
incoming guard, and a big cell with clocks to go forward in time. It's fun for many hours and for many people. A little on the
pricey side, but the active developers and greatly make up for it.. I have just started it thinking it would be kinda cliche lame,
but the game end up capturing you.
It's cute and nice. Really funny.
WORTH THE MONEY!. This is a seriously bad Sudoku game. It doesn't even support the most basic requirement of playing
Sudoku: being able to make notes of possible numbers. All you can do is place a number and that's it. It also doesn't help that you
apparently don't get a generated Sudoku puzzle but get to pick from 80 options ranging between easy, medium and hard.

Ergo: you only get 240 Sudoku puzzles here. Is this honestly the limit of the Unity engine? I find that hard to believe..... If
you want a party game that is fun, exciting and can also be fun when playing alone, look no further
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